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Abstract: The columnar mesophases of two series of hexacatenar palladium(II) mesogens have been
studied in detail by a combination of X-ray diffraction on aligned and unaligned samples and dilatometry.
The results of these studies, combined with the results of two single crystal structure determinations, have
allowed a model of the molecular arrangement in the columnar phases to be proposed. This model differs
in detail from that generally accepted for the arrangement of polycatenar mesogens in columnar phases,
and a new model is proposed which accounts for both new and existing data.

Introduction

The past twenty years or so have seen a revolution in the
synthesis of thermotropic liquid-crystalline materials as re-
searchers have begun to move away from the perceived wisdom
of concentrating solely on rodlike and disklike molecular
motifs.1 Thus, for example, liquid crystals are now commonly
found that are dendrimeric,2 have bent cores,3 are constructed
using noncovalent bonding,4 contain metals,5 are bowlic in
shape,6 or rely on microphase separation to drive the formation
of their mesophases.7 Similarly, the groups of both Goodby8

and Tschierske9 have considered the phase diagrams of lyotropic

liquid crystals, which can be considered as being controlled by
interfacial curvature, and have demonstrated that the same
phases could be realized through appropriately designedther-
motropicmaterials. Related work by Percec and co-workers has
investigated the assembly of dendron units into supramolecular
species with well-defined shapes (cones, disks and spheres)
which subsequently self-organize into columnar and cubic
mesophases. Thus, for example, flat, tapered, half-disk, and
disklike dendrons lead to cylindrical arrangements, whereas
conical, half-sphere, and spheroidal dendrons lead to a spherical
arrangement.10

In all of the above cases, a central consideration is how the
molecules organize in the mesophases particularly when the
molecular motif is very nonclassical. This can turn up some
interesting features; for example, it is now known that spontane-
ous chiral resolution can be observed in certain phases of bent-
core liquid crystals.11

One of the most interesting of the newer motifs is represented
by polycatenarliquid crystals which are constituted by a long,
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rigid, usually aromatic core, to which at least three terminal
aliphatic chains are grafted at the extremities.12 In the majority
of cases, the terminal chains are disposed symmetrically and it
is found that the mesomorphism of hexacatenar mesogens (i.e.
those with six terminal chains, three at each end) is dominated
by the formation of columnar phases, while certain isomers of
tetracatenar mesogens can form, in the same homologous series,
nematic, smectic C, cubic, and columnar phases.13 The driving
forces for such diverse mesomorphism within a single homolo-
gous series have been discussed and there has been substantial
interest in the crossover between lamellar and columnar phases,
related in part to an understanding of the molecular organization
within cubic and columnar phases.14

Previously,15 we reported on three series of isomeric hexacat-
enar metallomesogens shown in Figure 1 whose mesomorphism
had been assigned on the basis of optical microscopy. We found
that the palladium complexes based on the 2,4,5-trisubstituted
stilbazoles (1-n) were not mesomorphic, while columnar phases
were observed for the complexes based on the 3,4,5-trisubsti-
tuted stilbazoles (2-n) and those based on the 2,3,4-trisubstituted
analogue (3-n) (Supporting Information, Figure S1). (The
nomenclature1-n, 2-n, and3-n implies compound1, 2, and3
with n carbon atoms in the terminal chains.) In the case of
complexes2, we reported that, forn < 9, the materials were
nonmesomorphic, while, forn g 9, a single columnar phase
was observed which was assigned as Colh on the basis of optical
microscopy. In the case of3, we found that for,n ) 6, the
materials were not mesomorphic, while, forn ) 8, 10, 12, and
14, it was possible to identify two mesophases by optical
microscopy. The mesophase found to higher temperature was
assigned as Colh, but the lower-temperature phase was not

identified and transitions between these two phases were not
observed by DSC.

We have subsequently undertaken a detailed investigation of
the mesomorphism of2 and 3 by X-ray diffraction and
dilatometry, the results of which are now reported. It will be
seen that the inferences drawn from these studies appear initially
to be at odds with the accepted description of the molecular
arrangement within the columnar phases of polycatenar systems,
leading to the proposal of a revised and general model which
accommodates both the new and the existing data. Further,
single-crystal X-ray structural determinations have been possible
for one homologue of2 and one of3; these are the first single-
crystal structures of hexacatenar compounds.

Results

Single-Crystal Structure Determinations.Suitable crystals
of 2-5 and 3-8 were grown with some difficulty at room
temperature from toluene solution by slow evaporation and were
very fragile. Crystal data are given in the Supporting Information
(Table S1), while other data are found via the cif file in the
Supporting Information.

The molecules lie on a center of symmetry (P-1 with Z ) 2
of 3-8 andP21/c with Z ) 4 for 2-5), and the asymmetric unit
corresponds to the half of a molecule with the Pd atoms in the
(0, 0, 0) for3-8 and (1, 1, 0) for2-5. Views of the two structures
are given in Figures 2 and 3, while labeled ellipsoid16

representations are given in the accompanying Supporting
Information (Figures S2 and S3).

The thermal motion factors of the polyaromatic central core
in both compounds are rather low, while those of the terminal
alkyloxy chains are slightly higher for2-5 and higher again for
3-8, increasing substantially along the chains. In2-5, therefore,
the rather limited number of observed reflections, according to
the high thermal motion of alkoxy chains, may explain the
relatively highR factor.

In each case, the polycyclic central core has two quasi-planar
consecutive ring groups (N1 to C6) and (C9 to C14), and the
dihedral angle between them is equal to 23.8(1)° and 10.6(9)°
for 3-8 and2-5, respectively. The core conformations for both
molecules are rather similar.

The lengths of the polyaromatic central cores (distance
O33...O33a: homologue O33 relative to the center of symmetry)
are found to be 25.46 and 25.39 Å, respectively, for3-8 and
2-5, and total molecular lengths (distance C41...C41a and
C38...C38a, respectively, for3-8 and 2-5, C38a and C41a:
homologues C38 and C41 relative to the center of symmetry)
were evaluated as 44.46 and 34.05 Å, respectively. However,
if the bulkiness of the terminal CH3 [r(CH3) ) 2.0 Å] group is
taken into account, the total length,d ) [d(C41...C41a)+ 2rCH3],
is actually 48.46 and 38.05 Å for3-8 and2-5, respectively.

A. Arrangement of the Chains.The three alkoxy chains of
3-8 are labeled as indicated in Figure 3. The O-C-C-C torsion
angles, at the beginning of each alkyloxy chain, are equal to
168°, -50°, and 178° for chains 1, 2, and 3, respectively; the
corresponding lengths of the chains are 8.75, 8.55, and 9.90 Å,
respectively. Alkoxy chain 3 is completely extended with C-C-
C-C angles deviating from 180° by less 10°, while alkoxy
chains 1 and 2 are partly extended with a torsion angle around
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Figure 1. Structure of the hexacatenar palladium complexes.
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C19-C20 (chain 1; see Supporting Information, Figure S2) and
C25-C26 (chain 2) close to-70.58° and-50.44°, respectively.
The mean plane of the central core and alkyloxy chains is close
to 77°, 84°, and 15°, respectively, for chains 1, 2, and 3; the
mean planes of chains 1 and 2 make an angle close to 74°,
while the mean planes of chains 2 and 3 makes an angle close
to 88°.

The three alkoxy chains of2-5 are labeled as indicated in
Figure 2. The O-C-C-C torsion angles, at the beginning of
each alkyloxy chain, are equal to 69°, 63°, and 59° for chains
1, 2, and 3, respectively; the corresponding lengths of the chains
are 5.37, 5.16, and 5.23 Å, respectively. Alkyloxy chains 1 and
2 are completely extended with C-C-C-C angles deviating
from 180° by less 10°, while alkoxy chain 3 is in a gauche
conformation. The mean plane of the central core and alkyloxy
chains is close to 60°, 40°, and 25°, respectively for chain 1, 2,
and 3; the mean plane of chains 1 and 2 make an angle close
to 90°, while the mean planes of chains 2 and 3 make an angle
close to 48°.

B. Molecular Packing and Arrangement. The projection
of the structure along thea axis for 3-8 and the projection of
the structure along theb axis for2-5 are shown in the Supporting
Information (Figures S4 and S5, respectively). The polyaromatic
cores are aligned and strictly parallel, and so the cohesion of
the crystal is due almost entirely to van der Waals forces
between the polyaromatic central cores related by the centers

of symmetry. There are very few interactions involving alkoxy
chains between neighboring molecules. The molecules arrange
to give two-dimensional sheets parallel to the plane (xoy) with
a thickness of about 23.4 Å for3-8 and 34.2 Å for2-5,
corresponding to the length of thec parameter. The interactions
between sheets involving the terminal methyl groups are very
weak.

The molecular arrangement is typical of a lamellar structure
with segregation of the aliphatic chains and central polyaromatic
cores into distinct sublayers.

Dilatometry. To gain a better understanding of the molecular
organization within the columns, measurements of molecular
volume and certain other parameters were undertaken as a
function ofT andn. Dilatometry allows the specific molecular
volume to be obtained and, combined with the results of the
X-ray experiments, enables further structural information to be
extracted. Details of the technique may be found in ref 17.
However, before proceeding to elaborate on the structural
aspects of the mesomorphism, it is necessary to consider certain
relationships which underpin the discussion.

Thus, for a given columnar “portion” of heighth, it is possible
to define the volume of the corresponding cell as

whereVcell is the volume of the repeat unit (cell) ands is the

Figure 2. Molecular Structure of2-5 including chain numbering.

Figure 3. Molecular Structure of3-8 including chain numbering

Vcell ) hs (1)
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columnar cross section calculated from the lattice parameters
obtained from X-ray diffraction. In the same repeat unit of the
column, it is also possible to define the number of molecules
contained within the cell,Ncell, according to

whereVmol is the volume of one molecule.
Further, it is now well established that the volume of a single

molecule,Vmol, can be expressed in terms of two components,18

the rigid part,Var, and the chains,Vch,19 according to

And hence, the volume fraction of the rigid part,20 far, can be
expressed as

Now, rearranging eq 2 allows the parallel expressions 5a and
5b to be derived:

If the ratio of 5b/5a is taken, it is then possible to write

Something crucial in understanding the use of these equations
is that they are derived from macroscopic observations and are
averaged over effectively an infinite time span compared to
molecular motion. Thus, while the core of these mesogens is
effectively rectangular in shape, the time scale for data collection
is such thatsar actually refers to a circular or elliptical, two-
dimensional area projected onto the plane perpendicular to the
column direction. The diameter of this circle will depend on
the relative orientation of the core within the column so that if
the core is perpendicular to the column axis, the circle diameter
will be comparable to the core length. The diameter will then
decrease with any tilting of the core, reflecting the reduced
projection of the core onto the plane normal to the column
direction.

Thus, from expression 3 and the experimentally determined
molecular volumes,21 it is possible to estimateVar and, therefore,
the volume fractionfar, sinceVCH2 may be calculated as discussed
elsewhere.19

X-ray Diffraction. A. Powder Samples.Data were collected
for all the samples under discussion throughout the mesomorphic
range. The collection of such a large amount of data is necessary
to complement the data obtained from the dilatometry experi-
ments, hence allowing the proposal of a model for the
mesomorphism of these complexes which takes into account
the dependence on isomer, chain length, and temperature. The
X-ray results will be discussed in detail below, but it is helpful
first to indicate the general form of the data obtained from which
the conclusions are drawn. Thus, at high angles (2θ ≈ 20°) a
broad, diffuse scattering halo was observed corresponding to a
spacing of∼4.5 Å which relates to the liquidlike order of the
aliphatic chains. In the small-angle region (0< 2θ < 5°), several
sharp and intense reflections were observed corresponding to
the fundamental, harmonics, and higher orders of diffraction
and indicative of the two-dimensional lattice of the columnar
phases. Analysis of thed-spacings arising from these data allow
the two-dimensional symmetry of the mesophase to be identi-
fied. Another less intense, but diffuse, halo was observed at
intermediate angles (2θ ≈ 10°), corresponding to a distance
which varied in complexes of series2 (9 to 10 Å), but was
constant for series3 (ca. 9 Å). We will return to this reflection
later. An example of the X-ray pattern of a Colr phase is included
as Figure 4, while patterns for the Colh phase are found in the
Supporting Information (Figure S6).

i. Columnar Hexagonal Phase:The identity of the columnar
hexagonal phase was confirmed unambiguously for complexes
2 and 3. Two or three sharp, small-angle reflections with
reciprocal spacings in the ratio 1,x3, andx4 corresponding
to the indexation (hk) ) (10), (11), and (20) were observed in
the patterns, and these are characteristic of a two-dimensional,
hexagonal lattice (Figure 5a). These results are consistent with
the optical textures observed on cooling from the isotropic liquid
(see Supporting Information, Figures S7-S10 for illustrative
optical micrographs).

ii. Columnar Rectangular Phase:As suggested previously
for compounds3 by optical microscopy, the mesophase ap-
pearing below the hexagonal columnar phase was found to
possess a two-dimensional, rectangular lattice. The presence of
two sharp peaks (fundamental reflections), one corresponding
to the (20) reflection and the other to the (11) and (11h) pair, are
indeed characteristic of a rectangular lattice. In some cases,
higher orders of diffraction could be observed (although at much

(17) Guillon, D.; Skoulios, A.Mol. Cryst. Liq. Cryst.1977, 39, 139-157.
(18) (a) Guillon, D.Struct. Bonding1999, 95, 41-82. (b) Guillon, D.; Donnio,
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2003, 396, 141-154.
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volume contribution of the end group∆VCH3 ) 27.14 + 0.017 13T +
0.000 418 1T2).
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Vmol
345 ) (672.4+ 0.42T) + n(159.4+ 0.12T) in Å3 (T in °C).

Ncell ) hs
Vmol

(2)

Vmol ) Var + Vch (3)

far )
Var

Vmol
(4)

NVmol ) hs (5a)

NVar ) hsar (5b)

Var

Vmol
)

sar

s
) far (6)

Figure 4. X-ray diffraction pattern in the Colr phase of3-10 at 100°C.
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lower intensities), further confirming the rectangular symmetry.
However, as there are more than one rectangular plane group,
it is of interest to determine which particular Colr phase is
present.

We will discuss a model for the arrangement of the molecules
in the columns later, but for now we can consider the model
applicable to columnar phases of disklike molecules which stack
up above one another. Where the disks are perpendicular to the
column axis, then a circular cross section is projected, while
when the disks are tilted, the cross section is elliptical. Adopting
such a model for the columnar phases of these materials leads
to two possible two-dimensional groups for the Colr phase,
namely thec2mmand thep2ggplanar groups.22 These are shown
along withp6mm (Colh) in Figure 5.

In the case ofc2mm (Figure 5c), the figure shows that the
lattice may be represented by columns with an elliptical cross
section and the long axis of the ellipses are oriented along an
unique direction perpendicular to the columnar axis i.e. thea
direction (arbitrary choice). In the other situation (Figure 5b,
p2gg), these axes are oriented alternately along two different
directions (herringbone packing), both perpendicular to the
columnar axis. The lattice parameterar is, in both cases,
connected directly to the d20 spacing (ar ) 2 d20).

In the case of powders, the distinction between the centered
c2mmand thep2gg lattices depends on the number of reflections
obtained, allowing the specific conditions of the (hk) reflections
to be tested. Forp2gg symmetry, there exists the condition that
h0 ) 2n and 0k ) 2n, whereas, inc2mmsymmetry, all the (hk)
reflections must additionally satisfy the conditionh + k ) 2n,
so that the presence of forbidden reflections (h + k ) 2n +1)
excludesc2mmsymmetry.

However, in most cases, the fundamental reflections (20) and
(11)/(11h) are normally intense, and the higher order reflections,
very weak or absent, so that discrimination between the two
symmetries is often not possible using powder patterns alone.

This was the case with the present materials, and so only
one peak was observed in addition to the fundamentals and their
first harmonics. As the smallest-angle member of the higher-
order reflections, (31) or (02), is allowed in both plane groups,
then discrimination was not possible.

B. Oriented Samples.Where powder patterns are insuf-
ficient, oriented, monodomain samples can provide the necessary
additional information, but these are often not easily obtained.

Bouligand23 and later Cheng et al.24 have shown that well-
ordered samples can be obtained when using uncovered droplets.
The experiment consists of depositing the compound onto a glass
slide which is placed on a hot stage and heated into the isotropic
phase. Slow cooling favors the nucleation of liquid crystal
domains with specific orientations at both the substrate-liquid
crystal and air-liquid crystal interfaces. In the particular case
of columnar mesophases, the columns will preferentially lie
horizontally to the glass slide. Thus, in an attempt to clear up
this ambiguity in plane group assignment, this technique was
used on two representative samples, namely2-10 and3-10. The
X-ray diffraction patterns are shown in Figure 6.

i. Columnar Hexagonal Phase: The alignment of the
columnar domains was obtained spontaneously by cooling
slowly from the isotropic phase a droplet of the material
deposited onto a glass plate. Thus, for the (10)/(01)/(11h)
reflection ring, similar spot patterns are obtained for both
complexes, revealing the alignment obtained (Figure 6a, c).
Moreover, both patterns are composed of six spots located every
60° on the ring, with two lying on the meridian. The intensity
of these two spots was higher than that of the other four, but
the intensity ratio changes significantly when the sample stage
is rotated. Actually, the spots on the meridian occur from the
superposition of two patterns from differently aligned domains:

(1) those domains with the columnar axis parallel to the beam,
which give six spots corresponding to the reflection by all three
plane families;

(1) the domains with the columnar axis perpendicular to the
beam, which give two spots corresponding to the reflection by
the (10) family of planes parallel to the beam.

The exclusive observation of these spots therefore shows that
the monodomains are aligned with the columnar axis, and an
edge of the two-dimensional lattice lies horizontally to the air-
sample interface. The superposition of both patterns shows that,
within the plane parallel to this interface, there is no orientation
of the monodomains, which certainly form developable do-
mains.23,25

ii. Columnar Rectangular Phase: In general, on cooling
from a monodomain of the hexagonal phase, it is possible to
obtain several domains of a rectangular phase, the increase in

(22) Levelut, A. M.J. Chim Phys. 1983, 80, 149-161.

(23) Bouligand, Y.J. Phys. 1980, 41, 1307-1315.
(24) For example, see: Cheng, X.; Prehm, M.; Kumar Das, M.; Kain, J.;

Baumeister, U.; Diele, S.; Leine, D.; Blume, A.; Tschierske, C.J. Am.
Chem. Soc. 2003, 125, 10977-10996.

(25) Oswald, P.; Kle´man, M.J. Phys. 1981, 42, 1461-1472.

Figure 5. Representation of the arrangement of the columns in the (a)p6mm, (b) p2gg, and (c)c2mmplane group.
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the number of Bragg spots corresponding to many different
monodomains.

In the case of compound2-10, the monodomains with the
columnar axis parallel to the beam split into six different
orientations, whereby one of both reciprocal (11) directions in
the Colr phase is parallel to one of the three reciprocal (10)
directions in the Colh phase. The six monodomain orientations

occur with similar probability, as shown by the relative intensity
of the spots. In other words, as the reciprocal (11) directions of
the rectangular network are parallel to the (10) directions of
the hexagonal network, theoretically there is a maximum of six
possible directions (two (11) directions× three (10) directions).
It is, therefore, easy to reconstruct reciprocal space as shown
in Figure 7a, which corresponds fairly well to the experimental

Figure 6. Oriented patterns of Colh and Colr phases of2-10 at (a) 104°C (Colh) and (b) 82°C (Colr) and of3-10 at (c) 147°C (Colh) and (d) 110°C (Colr),
respectively, along with the X-scans.
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data. Thus, it is possible to distinguish the six networks; the
nodes common to both hexagonal and rectangular networks are
shown in black.

In the case of compound3-10, the monodomains with the
columnar axis parallel to the beam split into just two different
orientations (Figure 7b). As for compound2-10, one of the
reciprocal (11) directions in the Colr phase is parallel to one of
the reciprocal (10) directions in the Colh phase, but only
monodomains with thear edge perpendicular to the air-sample
interface are obtained; i.e., it seems that the sides of the rectangle
are parallel to the sides of the hexagonal lattice, which gives, a
priori, three main orientations. Nonetheless, it appears that the
hk0 planes of the three networks do not meet exactly, and so
simultaneous observation of the Bragg spots is not possible.
Stricto sensu, the diffraction patterns obtained for these com-
plexes do not allow unequivocal identification of the plane group
of the Colr phases, but on the basis of molecular symmetry as
well as the arguments developed above, we assign2 as showing
a Colr phase with ap2gg symmetry, whereas the lattice of the
Colr of 3 is centered and the symmetry is, therefore,c2mm.

Discussion

Variation of Structural Parameters with Chain Length
and Temperature.The variation in the lattice parameters as a
function of chain length and reduced temperature for complexes
3 is shown in Figure 8, while the same data for complexes2
are found in the Supporting Information (Figure S11). (The
reduced temperature,T*, is defined here asT* ) 1 - T/Tcl,
whereTcl is the clearing temperature.) The figures show clearly
that there is the expected monotonic increase in the lattice
parameter as the chain length increases and also that the lattice
parameters of the phases are appreciably greater for complexes
2 compared to complexes3; further, for any given material,
the lattice parameter is almost temperature-independent. An
important observation is that, for complexes3 (Figure 8), the
magnitude of the rectangularb parameter and the hexagonala
parameter are the same and show almost no variation with
temperature or through the transition.

However, it is significant that, in considering only the
hexagonal phase for now, the lattice parameter,a, which is the
diameter of an individual column, is very much less than the
length of an individual molecule. Thus, using the data for2-12
and3-12, values ofa ) 39.3 Å and 32.1 Å, respectively, are
found, whereas calculating the molecular length (extrapolating
from the structure of3-8) gives 53.8 Å for a mesogen with a
dodecyloxy chain in the 4-position. This discrepancy will be
discussed later.

The behavior of the lattice spacings at the transition from
the Colh to the Colr phase in general takes a common form which
is exemplified by Figure 9 which shows data for3. The
corresponding data for2 are found in the Supporting Information
(Figure S12) and are of a similar form. Thus, there is some
convergence in d20 and d11 as the transition is approached, which
is modest for2-10 and more pronounced for3-10, although in
both cases it seems that the extent of the change is greater in
the reflection derived from the larger spacing (d11 for complexes
2 and d20 for complexes3).

Considering these data (Figures 8 and 9) for complexes3,
information is provided concerning the nature of the transition.

Figure 7. Patterns of the Colr monodomains with columnar axis parallel to the beam. (a) Case of2-10: 3× 2 ) 6 orientations of the Colr monodomains
obtained from a single orientation of the Colh monodomains. (b) Case of3-10: 2 orientations of the Colr monodomains obtained from a single orientation
of the Colh monodomains.

Figure 8. Variation of a, ar, andbr with T* of the Colh and Colr phases
of 3.
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Thus, consideration of Figure 5 shows that on transition from
thep6mmhexagonal phase to thec2mmrectangular phase, the
d10 reflection of the hexagonal becomes split into thed20 and
d11 reflections of the rectangular phase, and the data in Figure
8 show that thea parameter of thep6mm phase and theb
parameter of thec2mmphase are the same. Bringing these two
sets of observations together, it is possible to deduce that the
hexagonal-rectangular transition in3 arises solely due to an
elongation along what becomes thea direction of the rectangular
phase. A similar analysis for complexes2 shows that the
hexagonal-to-rectangular transition requires both an elongation
in a and a contraction inb.

Moreover, the packing appears obviously different for both
series in the Colr phase, as the rectangular networks correspond
to opposite deformations of the hexagonal networks: thea/b
ratio is smaller thanx3 for the series2 but larger thanx3 for
the series3.

Turning now to the columnar area,s, there is a large
difference betweens(2) ands(3) (Figures 10 and 11), suggesting
that the number of molecules per unit length is different within
the columns formed by the complexes. Thus, while the values
of s(2) are in the approximate range 1100 to 1500 Å2, values
of s(3) are found between 700 and 1000 Å2. Note that these
figures also show that the temperature dependence ofs is much

less for3 than for2. The transition between the Colh and Colr
phases is continuous, as there is little or no change ins across
the transition.

This discussion can be extended to consider the behavior of
sar alone, as use of eq 6 allowssar to be evaluated asVmol is
measured andVar can be evaluated having calculatedVCH2.21

Thus, for both2 and 3, sar decreases slightly with increasing
temperature, and from the values ofsar, it is possible to calculate
the effective diameter of the core projected onto the column
normal using the arguments presented above. Using2-12 and
3-12 at 100°C at which temperature both complexes are in the
Colh phase,sar is found to be 260 Å2 and 168 Å2, respectively
giving effective column “core” diameters of 18.2 and 14.6 Å,
respectively. Now, from the crystal structure determinations
above, the length of the molecular core (taken to include the
oxygen of the alkoxy chain in the 4-position) is 25.5 Å, and
hence it is possible to calculate a tilt angle for the core in each
case with respect to the columnar axis. Thus, it is found that
for 2-12 this is 44.4°, while for 3-12 it is 57.4°. It is then possible
to calculate a global tilt angle for the complexes as a whole
using a calculated value of 53.8 Å for the molecular length
(obtained by extrapolating from the crystal structure of3-8 for
a mesogen with the dodecyloxy chain) and thea value for the
Colh phase (39.3 and 32.1 Å for2-12 and3-12, respectively)
which turns out to be 43.2° for 2-12 and 53° for 3-12. In both
cases, the global and core tilt angles are quite close to each
other, although in the latter case, the deviation is a little more
significant, perhaps suggesting that the chains are not organized
in a coplanar manner with the core. However, it is crucial here
to understand that this model allows for orientation of the
molecules in a particular direction within the columns with a
particular, average tilt, with an alternation of the tilt direction
as indicated in Figure 12. While the average tilt will be as
indicated above, clearly there will be local variation (driven
primarily by the mobility of the chains) which will ensure that
this tilting is not correlated strongly throughout the entire length
of the column so that a mesophase, and not a crystal phase,
results.

With these data now in hand, it is possible to employ eq 2 to
consider how many molecules,Ncol, are present in a given length
of column,h. Of course,h can be chosen arbitrarily, but in the
calculation a value of 9 Å has been assumed for3 corresponding

Figure 9. Variation in d with T* for 3.

Figure 10. Variation of S with T* of the Colh and Colr phases of2.

Figure 11. Variation of S withT* of the Colh and Colr phases of3.
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to the broad signal seen in the X-ray diffraction patterns; the
same value of 9 Å was also selected for compounds2. In
selecting this value, it is not necessarily intended to imply that
9 Å corresponds to a defined columnar repeat distance, but
nevertheless the data do suggest that there is a periodicity at
this distance and the breadth of the signal suggests that the
correlation persists over several molecules. It is also interesting
to note that several previous studies of metallomesogens by
X-ray diffraction have shown a similar feature at about this
spacing,20 although at this stage, no conclusion is drawn from
this similarity.

EvaluatingNcol in this way and plotting as a function of
temperature leads to the plots shown in Figure 13. Thus, for
complexes2, Ncol takes the value of 4-5 for a 9 Å column
height (higher number for highern-values), while, for3, the

value is 3. Note that, for2, there is a small apparent decrease
in Ncol with T which is consistent for alln, while, for 3, Ncol is
effectively almost independent of bothT andn.

Toward a Model for the Columnar Phase. The studies
described above have confirmed the identity of the Colh phase
for both complexes2 and 3 and allowed the previously15

unidentified mesophase below Colh in 3 to be identified as Colr.
Further, they have shown the presence of a Colr phase below
the Colh phase in complexes2 (n ) 9, 10, 11) where microscopy
and DSC has suggested previously that there was a single
phase,15 and the symmetry of the two Colr phases has been
identified; Table S2 (Supporting Information) shows the revised
transition temperatures for these complexes.

The major questions posed by these data are as follows. First,
the situation exists whereby the column diameter in the Colh

phase (equivalent to the hexagonal lattice parameter,a) is
significantly less that the molecular length,l, assuming the
chains to be in the all-trans conformation. How can this be
understood given that thep6mm symmetry of the Colh phase
requires the columns to be of circular cross section perpendicular
to the column direction? Second, the data show that the
columnar cross section,s, does not change significantly through
thep6mm-to-c2mmandp6mm-to-p2gg transition and that neither
transition could be detected by DSC. Given that columns which
exhibit an elliptical cross section perpendicular to the column
direction are required, what is the nature of the transition? Third,
is it possible to propose a general model for the arrangement
of the polycatenar molecules in the columns of these phases
which is consistent with the available data?

In considering the case of the Colh phase and the need, on
symmetry grounds, for the column to have a circular cross
section perpendicular to the column direction, it is helpful to
recall the situation found in the columnar phases of discotic
molecules. Thus, in this case (Figure 14a), the molecules are
considered to be rotating freely about the column axis, with
respect to which they are oriented perpendicularly, giving rise
to a circular cross section when projected onto the plane
perpendicular to the column axis.22 However, in the Colr phase
(Figure 14b), discotic molecules project an elliptical cross
section onto the plane perpendicular to the column axis, and to
achieve this, they must tilt within the column. Now, the
polycatenar mesogens under study (Figure 1) cannot be regarded
as circular disks, and so their shape is approximated by an
ellipse. A similar argument can then be applied (Figure 14c)
for if the ellipses are tilted, then at some angle which depends
on the relative magnitude of the elliptical axesa and b, they
will describe a circular cross section in a plane perpendicular
to the propagation (column) axis. This argument requires only
that the width of the column is determined by the length of the
mesogen at whatever angle it subtends within the column.

Now, the calculations above for series2 and3 have shown
that isomerically related molecules tilt to rather different degrees
and yet, as both show a Colh phase, this arrangement must allow
a circular cross section to arise; this would seem to be an
uncanny coincidence. However, this can be understood by first
recognizing that the Colh phase exhibits hexagonal symmetry
which is an efficient means of filling space. Supposing then
that the chains are sufficiently mobile and liquidlike, the system
will adopt a (high-symmetry) hexagonal disposition preferen-
tially, and so it is postulated that the arrangement within the

Figure 12. Schematic figure to indicate how the columns may accom-
modate tilting molecules; color-coding is used simply to identify the different
tilt directions. Note that the diagram is not drawn to imply any particular
number of molecules occupying the breadth of a column.

Figure 13. Number of complexes2 and3 calculated for a slice 9 Å thick.
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columns is driven by the mesophase symmetry and accom-
modated by the molten chains and the tilting of the core.

Now, while the Colh phase of these materials requires that
the molecules are tilted within the columns and while this
average tilt angle must be the same from column to column, it
cannot be correlated directionally from one column to the next
for the optical textures observed contain homeotropic domains
which requires that the phase is optically uniaxial. Correlated
tilting would effectively reduce the symmetry of the phase which
would mean that the phase would have to be optically biaxial
and homeotropic textures would not be possible.

The overriding considerations at the Colh-Colr transition in
these complexes is that it is second-order and it is observed
that neither the columnar cross section,s, nor the core cross
section,sar, changes discontinuously across the transition. This
is in stark contrast to the situation found in certain organic
polycatenar mesogens described recently where the same
transition was associated to a large enthalpy change (strongly
first-order transition) and there was a step change in the variation
of s.26

As the Colh-Colr transition occurs on cooling the sample, it
is proposed that it is driven by a reduction in chain mobility
which does not happen isotropically; rather the mobility becomes
more constrained in one direction rather than another, allowing
the effective shape of the mesogen to change. However, the
change in shape does not have to lead to a change in the area
of the cross section. This point might be understood as follows.
While the discussion has properly concentrated on the areas of
circular and elliptical cross sections, geometrically speaking, it
is valid to considersas the area of one hexagon in the net shown
in Figure 15a. Figure 15b shows that same net after a distortion,
the result of which is that the regular shape of the hexagon has
changed while the area of the (now irregular) hexagon has been
preserved. This simple model describes a transition fromp6mm
to c2mmsymmetry. At a molecular level, this would result from
reduced chain mobility in particular directions, and so it is

entirely reasonable to consider that, with a complex which is
an isomer of the material undergoing this transition, the
reduction in chain mobility would have a different spatial profile
leading to a phase of different symmetry after transition (e.g.,
p2gg). Such arguments are also consistent with earlier proposi-
tions in which hexagonal phase formation is accommodated by
the mobility of the chains, so that as chain mobility decreases,
the system cannot arrange itself to give a circular cross section
and so the symmetry decreases. That the transition is driven by
a reduction in chain mobility is then consistent with the observed
second-order nature of the phase transition, as the reduction in
mobility would not require a catastrophic change in lattice
dimensions.

The final point is whether the data collected and the
interpretation offered can also be used consistently to propose
a model for the molecular organization within the columnar
phase. Traditionally, it has been considered that, in the columnar
phase of polycatenar mesogens, a number of molecules (nor-
mally three or four) form a “columnar slice” and that these
“slices”, which contain molecules whose long axis is considered
perpendicular to the columnar axis, stack one upon another to
give the columns. This model emanated from studies akin to
this one in which data obtained from X-ray diffraction and from
dilatometry were combined to suggest a number of molecules
(or at least molecular equivalents) which exist in a “slice” of
column of a particular height,h. In these cases, the model is
supported by the observation that the columnar width in the
hexagonal phase (equivalent to the hexagonala parameter) is
the same as the molecular length. In the present case, however,
the data show that such an arrangement cannot pertain and that,

(26) Guillon, D.; Heinrich, B.; Ribeiro, A. C.; Cruz, C.; Nguyen, H. T.Mol.
Cryst. Liq. Cryst. 1998, 317, 51-64.

Figure 14. Figure to show how (b) elliptical cross sections may arise from circular objects in a column and (c) how circular cross sections may arise from
elliptical objects in a column.

Figure 15. Distortion of a hexagonal net with retention of area.
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overall, the complexes are tilted between 43° and 53° from the
normal to the columnar axisor, alternatively, between 37° and
47° from the columnar axis itself.

It seems, therefore, that the driving force in forming the
columnar phases is the efficient filling of space in the highest
available symmetry and that the molecular species that make
up the phase will adjust their orientation and arrangement to
allow this to happen. Thus, in some cases this efficient space-
filling will allow for the molecules to be perpendicular to the
columnar axis (which could be regarded as an example at one
extreme), whereas, in others, the molecules will need to arrange
themselves at some angle to the columnar axis. While not
directly comparable to the systems described here due to their
bent shape, the same principles can be applied in considering
the columnar phases of polycatenar dithiolium salts where it is
postulated that the molecular cores are parallel with the columnar
axis;27 this method of filling space might then be regarded as
the other “extreme”.

High-symmetry arrangements, i.e., the hexagonal phase, will
then be facilitated by some combination of flexible molecular
cores and mobile terminal chains which allows the molecules
to project a circular cross section onto the column, but where
this is not possible, then lower symmetry phases will result. It
then follows that transitions to phases of lower symmetry will
be driven by loss of motional freedom in the core and/or chains
in a manner similar to that described in this work.

Finally, it is appropriate to comment on the parameterNcol

which defines the number of molecules calculated to be present
in a slice of column of height,h. It is often the case in
polycatenar systems that ad001 reflection, corresponding to the
columnar repeat, is absent, whereas it is an important feature

of the X-ray patterns in the columnar phases of most discotic
systems. However, on occasion (for example in this work and
in previous studies of related silver complexes28) there is
evidence for a columnar repeat spacing, and in these cases, the
calculation ofNcol has some meaning. Indeed, in the present
work it may be that the 9 Å spacing represents a periodicity of
the strongly scattering palladium centers. Similarly, where the
molecules are found to be perpendicular to the columnar axis,
thenh can be deduced and, once more,Ncol can be evaluated
meaningfully and, in these cases, can provide a sensible picture
of phase organization. However, it is probable that the discrete
“columnar slice” implied in this latter case is unique to this
situation and that, in the majority of cases, a given slice of
whatever height is unlikely to contain an exact number of
complete molecules so thatNcol refers to a number of complete
equivalent molecules as might be found, for example, in the
unit cell of a crystalline species.
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